Healthcare provider operations are becoming more complex and harder to manage. That's why CommScope networks enable connected care from core to edge.

**HEALTHCARE TODAY**

- **Challenges**
  - Internet of Medical Things: 50% on-premise, 50% expected location for medical information, 2019–2022
  - Data centers: 10% of GDP, expenditure will not grow through 2023
  - Healthcare spending: $158 billion, estimated value of IoMT market in 2022

- **Outcomes**
  - Unified monitoring of video security systems and card access strengthens building security processes
  - Converged infrastructure empowers automated facility management by unifying controls for HVAC, power, security, and room access
  - Reliability, minimal downtime, and omnipresent connectivity through wired and wireless networks for patient bed alerts, nursery infant protection, and more

**COMMSCOPE SOLUTIONS**

- Convergent networks: Streamlined infrastructure, future-ready
- Unified management: Enable IT and operational networks to coexist on a common platform
- Automated infrastructure management: Hardware, software, and services that create a foundation for long-term network evolution
- Centralized smart building capabilities on copper and fiber to connect and power systems

**Welcome to connected care from core to edge**

**COMMSCOPE SOLUTIONS**

- Assurance: Compliant with HIPAA, GDPR, HIMSS, and more, adhering to international and local regulations to simplify operations
- Efficiency: Convergent networks ensure efficient energy distribution, monitoring, and control
- Capacity: The number of wired and wireless network devices is growing exponentially. PoE is a requirement for many.

**DELIVERING QUALITY HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS**

- Convergent networks: Streamlined infrastructure, future-ready
- Unified management: Enable IT and operational networks to coexist on a common platform
- Automated infrastructure management: Hardware, software, and services that create a foundation for long-term network evolution
- Centralized smart building capabilities on copper and fiber to connect and power systems
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